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Our Collaborative Work Flow
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Currently:

❑ Vision Statement

❑ Beliefs

Next:

❑ Parameters – Pg. 27 in SP Handbook

❑ Force Field Analysis (Advocating and 

Restraining Force

❑ Mission Statement 

❑ Benchmarking High Performance

❑ Finalize Vision, Mission, Beliefs, 

Parameters

Move to Action:

❑ Setting up for Strategic Intents

❑ Task Force Charges and Critical 

Issues

❑ Setting up Task Forces 

(Name/Configuration
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Most of us live our lives by accident – we live as it 
happens.

Fulfillment comes when we live our lives on purpose

- Together is Better, A little Book of Inspiration by Simon Sinek.

Quotes 
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The Strategic Planning Workbook

The Strategic 

Planning 

Workbook

The Strategic Planning Workbook

Building People and Organizations

This is a great resource for our work. It offers guidance, examples, 

protocols, support materials and templates.

Iroquois Central School District 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1B4J8JGR_6STVCbRgQmnzllXC10JVyIus/view
https://www.iroquoiscsd.org/Page/1
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A Closer Look – The Agenda



Why…What…How
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Our 
Strategic 

Plan

What

Why

How

The Why 
✓ provides our compelling reason for 

engaging in this important work.

The What
✓ is defined by “our end in mind” –

Strategic Intents. 

The How 
✓ is achieved through aligning with our 

Vision, honoring our Mission, living our 

Beliefs, courageously activating our 

Parameters and judiciously implementing 

our Strategies and Action Plans.
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Current Vision

Iroquois is to become the premier educational institution in New York 

State by addressing the personalized education requirements of each 

and every student.

Iroquois Central School District



“Like” 
District 

Example
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Our Vision 

We aspire to be a student-centered 

community that promotes diversity to meet 

today’s goals and tomorrow’s opportunities.

Our Mission

XXXXXXXXXXXX  School District is 

committed to academic achievement and 

success for all students in a safe 

environment.

In partnership with families and our 

community, the district’s mission is to 

promote confidence, inspire a passion for 

learning, and to prepare students to 

become responsible global citizens.
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Our Beliefs…

We will build the district on a foundation of the following core 

values: respect, kindness, resilience, honesty and integrity. 

We will stimulate growth by embracing challenges and 

opportunities, accepting the possibility of failure, and then 

trying again. 

We will work together to inspire success. 

We are committed to allocating resources to prioritize student 

access and relationship building.  

We believe that all students are learners. For excellence in 

education to occur, there must be an ongoing dialogue 

among students, staff, parents and the community. 

We believe there are two essential ingredients to achieving 

our personal best: kindness and hard work. 



“Like” 
District 

Example
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Our Parameters…

Through mutual respect, we embrace innovation and change that 

benefits our school community allowing every student to achieve 

success.

Every person has inherent worth.

Decisions will be collaborative and will support the best interests of all 

stakeholders.

Decision making will be “laser focused” on the needs of our students.

We are united in our goals for the future.

We will not accept a “one size fits all” curriculum or method of teaching.

We will value the input of faculty and staff to inspire student success.

We will ensure that our actions speak louder than our words. 

We will hold our school community to a high standard of behavior based 

upon honesty and respect for all.

We will listen to one another and respect all opinions.

We will never compromise the dignity of any person.

We will not allow any type of fear, disrespect or complacency to block 

our progress.



Why is a 
High-

Quality 
Vision 

Essential

An effective school system and its leaders 
accomplish a shared sense of purpose and 
a shared vision of what schools and the 
school system would look like if that shared
purpose is acted on and developed with a 
bias toward action relevant to the vision. 
(Schlechty, 2005)

Shared vision and shared covenants make 
up the leadership dimension of purposing, 
which is key to helping schools become 
communities of collective responsibility. 
(Sergiovanni, 2005)

At both school and district levels, 
administrative tasks essential to teachers’
learning and learning communities include 
building a shared vision and common 
language about practice.

(McLaughlin & Talbert, 2006)
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Chat Box



Shared 
Thoughts 
on Vision

A vision is a picture of the future you seek to create 
described in the present tense, as if it were happening 
now. Vision statements show where we want to go and 
what we will be like when we get there. Vision gives 
shape and direction to the organization’s future. It helps 
people set goals to take the organization closer to its
desired future.  (Senge et al., 1994)

In a change process, vision serves three important 
purposes. First, by clarifying general direction for change, 
it simplifies hundreds of more detailed decisions. Second, 
it motivates people to take action in the right direction. 
Third, it helps coordinate the actions of different people in 
an efficient way. One question - “Is this in line with our 
vision?” can eliminate hours of torturous discussion.

(Kotter, 1996)

A vision builds trust, collaboration, interdependence, 
motivation, and mutual responsibility for success. Vision 
helps people make smart choices, because their
decisions are made with the end result in mind. Vision 
allows us to act from a proactive stance, moving toward 
what we want. Vision empowers and excites us to reach 
for what we truly desire.  (Blanchard, 2007)
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What are Core Beliefs and why are they important?

Creating the Foundation: Core Beliefs



On 

Core 
Beliefs

Culture and core values will be increasingly 
recognized as the vital social glue that infuses an 
organization with passion and purpose.

(Bolman & Deal, 2000)

Leadership must be able to build a community of 
shared values. Consensus about values creates 
commitment to where the organization is going and 
how it is going to get there.

(Kouzes & Posner, 1996)

Organizations should be grounded on “a timeless 
set of core values and an enduring purpose.” 

(Collins & Porras, 1997)
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Core

Belief 
Examples 

A set of deeply held convictions which reflect the 
organization’s values and character.  These are 
pervasive truths that flow from the core of the 
organization.
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• Respect returns respect.

• High expectations enable high achievement.

• Students must come first.

• Effective communication is everyone’s responsibility.

• Leading by example and practice is more powerful than 

words.

• All people can learn throughout their lifetimes.

• Personal commitment and accountability are expected.

• Organizational vitality is linked to the capability and 

energy of people.

• Our educational community is both internal and 

external.

• Professional excellence in every situation and 

interaction is critical and necessary.

• Expectations drive outcomes.

• People must have hope.

• Risk taking is necessary for growth



Core 
Beliefs 

and 
Values 

Drive 
Culture

High-performing districts rely more on a 
common culture of values to shape collective 
action than on bureaucratic rules and controls. 
The shared values should typically focus on 
improvement of student learning as the central 
goal. 

(Elmore, 2000)
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This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-

ND

http://vinodtbidwaik.blogspot.com/2014/08/what-are-your-values.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/


Core 
Beliefs 

and 
Values 

Drive 
Culture

Systems successful in improving student learning 
are characterized by articulated norms and 
values.    

(Garmston, 2007)

Values provide guidelines on how you should 
proceed as you pursue your purpose and picture 
of the future. 

They answer the question… ‘How…?’

They need to be clearly described so that you 
know exactly what behaviors demonstrate that 
the values are being lived. 

(Blanchard, 2007)
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Co-Construction!

Vision- Calling all Technical Writers!  

Your Task:

1. Review your colleagues thinking (reference the vision slides).

2. Synthesize their thinking and create 2-3 draft vision statements for 

vote.
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Your Task:

1. Review your colleagues thinking (reference the vision slides) as well 
as examples of Core Beliefs on page 26 in the handbook

2. Use this information to begin to develop draft core beliefs in small 
group breakout rooms using shared Google slides.  The goal is for 
each breakout group to develop their top five core beliefs.

3. Share with the Core  Team.

4. Vote on your top ten using a polling tool after this meeting.  These will 
be shared on March 9th, 2021.  The voting form will be sent to you via 
email.

Co-Construction! Iroquois Core Beliefs

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1UbX-Ugvwjs6mtXbO-03IvJg_UDk6yOjneIym3T0LtbE/edit?usp=sharing
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Thank You for Joining us Today!

@CarolynTinsley7

@PLCAssociates

@RandyRichards

@CarolynTinsley

@PLC Associates, Inc.

Follow us on social media!

https://www.linkedin.com/in/carolynmtinsley/
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Definition - Boundaries or reference points for directing 

the work of the Strategic Plan.

Pg. 6, Strategic Planning Handbook

Examples:

• All of our work will conform with the stated Mission and Beliefs 

of the organization.

• We will never compromise the dignity and honor of any person.

Pg. 28. Strategic Planning Handbook

Parameters 


